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A man holds a flag at a monument of the Soviet state founder Vladimir Lenin at Independence Square in
Minsk on Nov. 7, 2014.

More Russians blame the collapse of the Soviet Union on a "conspiracy" of hostile Western
forces than seven years ago, in a sign the wave of anti-Western state media coverage
unleashed during the Ukraine crisis is influencing Russians' view of the past.

A report published Monday by independent pollster Levada Center showed the number
of Russians who blamed the Soviet Union's demise on the West had risen to 28 percent
from 16 percent seven years ago.

A majority of those questioned, or 54 percent, regretted the collapse of the regime, while 28
percent held no such grief, independent Levada Center pollster said.

In a question that allowed for multiple answers, the most popular explanation for the collapse



of the Soviet Union, chosen by 30 percent of respondents, was the "irresponsible" deal
between then-Russian leader Boris Yeltsin and his counterparts from the Soviet republics
of Ukraine and Belarus, who signed a dissolution agreement on Dec. 8, 1991.

Other explanations have seen little change in popularity in surveys conducted over the past
seven years.

A total of 19 percent of respondents attributed the Soviet collapse to public discontent with
the policies of the Soviet government and its leader Mikhail Gorbachev, slightly down from 21
percent in late 2007, Levada Center said in its report.

The failure of communism as an ideology was cited as a reason by 18 percent of respondents,
compared to 15 percent in 2007, followed by the "ambitions" of Soviet republics' local
authorities, with 16 percent this year from 12 percent in 2007, the report said.

The poll was conducted on Nov. 21-14 among 1,600 people in 46 Russian regions. It gave
a margin of error of no more than 3.4 percentage points.
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